sious Eileen was driving a much weight headed to Liechtin. It came upon the man reiterating them teeing every opportunity to their egos,add a degree up on the keeping his inten­tion, Eileen after having "down". The entire jack, desper­

ing that Neil eighteen thou­sand provision was it held a ever be reim­

and the bongos, which can use
INHERIT THE WIND the winner? it hid [B Levenson]
INNER SPACE nice 'n' spare [K Holly]
IRONWEED i.e., downer [P Peterson] weird one [M Amara]
IT'S A MAD, MAD, MAD, MAD WORLD Ma! Dad! most wild drama! mad! [R Southworth]
IT'S ALIVE a vile sit [A Sterling]
JURASSIC PARK "jackass" I purr [M Callum]
THE KILLERS skill there [L Stoffel]
KINDERGARTEN COP pin "great dreck" on [R Pivarnik] kid genre? not! crap! [F Tivin]
INNER SPACE nice 'n' spare [K Holly]
IRONWEED i.e., downer [p Peterson] weird one [M Amara]
IT'S A MAD, MAD, MAD, MAD WORLD Ma! Dad! most wild drama! mad! [R Southworth]
THE LAST DRAGON has strong "tale" [C Bright]
THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS the film has one hot cast* [G Disch] film hastens toothache [M Callum] hot - the fans came (Shalit) [D Everly]
THE LAND BEFORE TIME men hate ••. I left, bored [R Prevade]
LA CAGE AUX FOLLES focal sexual gale [L Picarella]
LADY BEWARE a bawdy reel [J Smith]
LAD: A DOG glad ado [p Bourgoin]
LADY SINGS THE BLUES lush gin-based style [F Thompson]
THE LAND BEFORE TIME men hate...I left, bored [R Prevade]
LASSITER steal, sir! [B Hebert]
THE LAST OF THE SECRET AGENTS see! get hot, cast! fresh talent [R Chaney]
THE LAST PROSTITUTE ... [S Kirycki]
LEAP OF FAITH hit! ape offal! [R Prouser] a hi-fate flop [p Weiner, J Mayle]
LEPRECHAUN a "reel" punch [CJ Smith, E Weingart]
LETHAL WEAPON oh, all went ape [A Momrik] whee! anal plot [W Jones]
LET IT RIDE elite dirt [AH Terl]
A LETTER TO THREE WIVES trite sweetheart love [M Callum]
THE LION IN WINTER the winner in toil [D Downer]
LITTLE BIG MAN ballet timing [K Robertson]
MAD DOG AND GLORY drag, and gloomy (D) [J Dudman]
MADONNA TRUTH OR DARE her tour and drama - not! [M Boltizer] a random rut and rot, eh? [CP Johnson] a dame - not! (nor a Dr Ruth) [NL West]
THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN he-men, vets - fine acting! [CP Johnson]
MAGNUM FORCE gun-mom farce [J Smith]
MARY POPPINS ~
MATADOR o, mad! [M Wisnewski] or I'll snooze [G Gardner]
MEAN STREETS a random rut and rot, eh? [F Tivin] dank creeping rot [M Callum] tripe! dreck! a con! N.G. [C Gersch]
A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN Geena a howl, if outre [NB Nordtvedt] we agree: no foul hit! [J Spencer]
LEPRECHAUN a "reel" punch [CJ Smith, E Weingart]
LETHAL WEAPON oh, all went ape [A Momrik] whee! anal plot [W Jones]
LET IT RIDE elite dirt [AH Terl]
A LETTER TO THREE WIVES trite sweetheart love [M Callum]
THE LION IN WINTER the winner in toil [D Downer]
LITTLE BIG MAN ballet timing [K Robertson]
THE LITTLE MERMAID demerit: little ham [M Callum] matter I'll deem hit [SF Douglas]
LOOKER OK role [P Bourgoin]
LONESOME DOVE one some loved [T Colletta]
LORENO'S OIL o, li'l snoozer [M Wisnewski] or li'l snooze [G Gardner]
LOVE AMONG THE RUINS hot movie gleams run [JD White]
LOVE AT FIRST BITE taste for evil bit [S Lambert]
LOVE STORY o, very lost
LUST FOR LIFE rule off list [CB McIntyre]
THE LAST OF THE SECRET AGENTS see! get hot, cast! fresh talent [R Chaney]
THE LAST PROSTITUTE ... [S Kirycki]
LEAP OF FAITH hit! ape offal! [R Prouser] a hi-fate flop [P Weiner, J Mayle] a thief! a flop!
LEPRECHAUN a "reel" punch [CJ Smith, E Weingart]
LETHAL WEAPON oh, all went ape [A Momrik] whee! anal plot [W Jones]
LET IT RIDE elite dirt [AH Terl]
A LETTER TO THREE WIVES trite sweetheart love [M Callum]
THE LION IN WINTER the winner in toil [D Downer]
LITTLE BIG MAN ballet timing [K Robertson]
THE LITTLE MERMAID demerit: little ham [M Callum] matter I'll deem hit [SF Douglas]
LOOKER OK role [P Bourgoin]
LONESOME DOVE one some loved [T Colletta]
LORENO'S OIL o, li'l snoozer [M Wisnewski] or li'l snooze [G Gardner]
LOVE AMONG THE RUINS hot movie gleams run [JD White]
LOVE AT FIRST BITE taste for evil bit [S Lambert]
MALONE no! lame! [C Collins]  
THE MALTESE FALCON talent? feels macho! [J Davis]  
THE MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE Stewart: he both melancholy, vain  
[ C Wiederhoeft]  
THE MAN WITH TWO BRAINS ha! ten bows with Martin! [W Jones]  
MARTY my! art! [L Stoffel]  
MARY POPPINS sappy in romp [N Wetter] primo! snappy!  
MASH sham!; hams  
MATADOR o, mad art [J Fishman]  
MATA HARI ah, I’m a rat [B Ringer]  
MEATBALLS male blast [P Bourgoin] lame blast [B Gothro]  
MELINDA lame din [K Wickremasinghe]  
MEN AT WORK rank 'em "two" [R Warner]  
MERMAID dare I? mm.. [F Tivin]  
METEOR remote [B Panetti]  
MIDNIGHT LACE light - dam’ nice! [MH McCoy]  
MISERY yes, I’m "R"! [R Pivarnik]  
MURDER BY DEATH dumb yet? hard! [K Robertson]  
MURDER IS EASY sure is dreamy! [B Levenson]  
THE MYSTERIANS merits the "nays" [S Welsch]  
THE NAKED GUN gee! (and thunk) [W Jones] aged hunk: "ten" [L Kirk]  
THE NATURAL unreal, that [S Welsch]  
THE NASTY GIRL trashy tingle [R Frouser]  
NOWHERE TO HIDE oh, new (i.e., red-hot) [NL West]  
AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN neat, fine romance (glad fan) [L Barton]
THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE Lange's new pic may hit two stars* [L Stengel] a hit! script's meaty 'n' Lange's wow! [R Brightly]
PREDATOR rated pro [B Davis, C Bright]
PRELUDE TO A KISS pleasure to kids [A Mason] o, stale, rude: skip [B Quigley]
PRETTY WOMAN raw? empty? no [M Olmanson]
THE PRIME OF MISS JEAN BRODIE fine; Smith does a premier job* [D Yerkich]
PRINCE OF THE CITY perfect in coy hit [J Yonus] cheer it - nifty cop [B Morton]
THE PRINCE OF TIDES find other pic t' see [K Richardson] the piece drifts on [S Grossman] often, I heed script [J Yonus] deficient - stop her! [M Callum]
THE PRODUCERS crude sport, eh? [M Boltizar]
PSYCHO chopsey
QUEST FOR FIRE risque effort [T O'Rourke]
THE QUIET MAN quaint theme [M Callum, D West]
RADIO DAYS rad, I do say [D Gerber] o, sad diary [P Sarrett]
RAGTIME I'm great! [P Bourgoin]
RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK Ford! rest are OK (Shalit) [D Salvia] hot desert lark. so...fair [S Muldrew] o, that rare Ford (Siskel) [D Everly] Ford, the real star, is OK*
RAIN MAN man, I ran [G Kubina, BW Myers]
RATTLERS startler [D Clarke]
REAR WINDOW raw wonder, I [B Levinson] o, sad diary [P Sarrett]
RED RIVER re: driver [Jd White]
REPO MAN pan more [D Gerber] nap more [A Thrasher, J Yonus]
THE RESCUERS DOWN UNDER rendered cute show - runs [L Picarella]
THE RESTLESS YEARS three-star? less? yes [L Shapard]
REVENGE OF THE NERDS never hedges - for "ten" [P Angiolillo]
REVERSAL OF FORTUNE severe oral turn-off [R Taylor] a surer, novel effort [CL Young]
RHINESTONE the snore-in [D Reed]
RING OF FIRE in for grief [D Huge-Huston]
RIO GRANDE dire groan! [S Welsch]
SANTA CLAUS CONQUERS THE MARTIANS no! scant, squat aliens hurt cameras [D Longenecker]